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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Planning Commission Minutes 

June 25, 2012 
 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

Vice Chair Puja Bhutani called the meeting to order on June 25, 2012 at 6:30 p.m. in the 
Council Chambers of City Hall, 380 A Avenue. 
 

2. ROLL CALL 

Members present included Vice Chair Bhutani and Commissioners Randy Arthur, Bill Gaar, 
Jim Johnson, Todd Prager and Sandi Swinford.  Chair Jon Gustafson was excused. 
 
Staff present were Debra Andreades, Senior Planner; Dennis Egner, Assistant Planning 
Director; Jane Blackstone, Economic Development Manager; Beth St. Amand, Senior Planner; 
Evan Boone, Deputy City Attorney; and Iris McCaleb, Administrative Support. 
 
Elaine Howard, Elaine Howard Consulting was also present. 
 

3. CITIZEN COMMENT (Regarding issues not on the agenda) 

None. 
 

4. COUNCIL UPDATE 

Ms. Andreades reported that the Council had met as the Lake Oswego Redevelopment 
Agency (LORA) to review the Lake Grove Urban Renewal Plan and to hear a North Anchor 
project update.  She reported that the Council had reviewed Boones Ferry Road project 
funding; passed the budget; and approved a consulting contract for the next phase of code 
streamlining.  She stated that they were going to consider a revision to the Foothills 
predevelopment agreement; award contracts for the A Avenue and Boones Ferry Boundary 
projects; and consider the amendments that would remove the Resource Conservation District 
from isolated tree groves on private property. 
 

5. MINUTES 

5.1 April 4, 2012 

Consideration of the minutes was postponed to the July 9, 2012 meeting. 
 

6. FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER 

6.1 LU 12-0012 (Ordinance 2589) – Changing criteria for Resource Conservation District 
Applicability – Eliminating Isolated Tree Groves on Private Lots 

Commissioner Johnson moved to adopt LU 12-0012-1785 Findings, Conclusions and Order.  
Commissioner Prager seconded the motion and it passed 6:0. 
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7. LAKE GROVE VILLAGE CENTER URBAN RENEWAL PLAN 

7.1 Review the proposed Lake Grove Village Center Urban Renewal Plan (PP 12-0016), including 
its relationship to the Comprehensive Plan. 

Presentation by Denny Egner, Elaine Howard and Jane Blackstone 

Ms. Blackstone reported that the City Council had directed staff to prepare the urban renewal 
plan and that Urban renewal was to be the key component and cornerstone of any funding 
strategy.  She explained that a general obligation bond could fund all of the improvements, but 
was not practical due to the $40+ million magnitude of improvements. 
 
Ms. Howard reported that the City Council hearing was on July 17 and that all citizens were 
going to be notified July 1st in the Hello LO.  She indicated that the Planning Commission’s 
role was not explicitly defined in state statutes, but an urban renewal agency was required to 
forward the urban renewal plan to the planning commission.  She explained that it was “best 
practice” to use a planning commission to ensure the urban renewal plan met the statutory 
requirement that it conform to the Comprehensive Plan.  She clarified that the Commission 
recommendation was not limited to that in terms of questioning or a recommendation. 
 
Ms. Howard explained that State statutes required an urban renewal plan to establish the 
boundary; maximum indebtedness; goals and objectives; and identify the projects.  She 
indicated that it had to establish there was ‘blight’ in the area; it had to establish the plan was 
financially feasible; it had to identify the impact on all affected taxing jurisdictions.  She clarified 
that Tax Increment Financing (TIF) was tax revenue that would otherwise go to those 
jurisdictions. 

 Boundary.  Some properties had been removed from the proposed plan area, including a 
church property and properties that were not within the City limits. 

 Maximum Indebtedness.  Ms. Howard explained that the life of the plan was not set in 
terms of years, but was controlled by the maximum indebtedness of $36 million.  She 
recalled that the Council preferred to limit it to a 26-year time frame so the financing plan 
was based on a 26-year period. 

 Projects.  Ms. Howard explained that based on the amount of TIF that could be raised the 
plan only contained two projects; it would fund portions of Boones Ferry Road, Phases 1 
and 2 and allocate $2 million for parking projects.  She clarified the City would have to 
allocate other resources to complete the project.  She said the Council was still grappling 
with exactly which resources to allocate, including a $5 million general obligation bond 
measure. 

 Goals.  Goals of the urban renewal plan had been taken from the Lake Grove Village 
Center Plan document. 

 Amendments.  Ms. Howard explained that some plan amendments could be approved by 
the urban renewal agency; however, ‘substantial’ amendments (that increased maximum 
indebtedness or added acreage over 1% of the original amounts) had to go through a 
review process similar to the process that established the original urban renewal area. 

 Compliance with the Comprehensive Plan.  Ms. Howard indicated that it was not hard to 
find that the urban renewal plan conformed to the Comprehensive Plan; the Lake Grove 
Village Center was already in the Comprehensive Plan.  She reported that development of 
Boones Ferry Road was very directly tied to Goal 12 Transportation goals, making the area 
a safer pedestrian/bike environment and using demand management strategies and 
programs that reduced the amount of vehicle travel related to Comprehensive Plan goals.  
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She stated that special district plans included transportation components calling for 
Boones Ferry Road to become a great street (an attractive street that created a welcoming 
and convenient environment for pedestrians and bikes; with adequate vehicle access to 
businesses; and that managed stormwater).  She pointed out that the report linked the 
urban renewal plan with other Comprehensive Plan policies, such as housing, stormwater 
management, connectivity, energy conservation, and urbanization. 

 
Questions of Staff/Consultant 

Commissioner Swinford asked if competing goals of getting traffic through and having a 
pedestrian oriented environment had been discussed. 

Mr. Egner indicated that there had been much discussion about that over the past ten years.  
He explained that the Lake Grove Village Center planning process had revisited the Boones 
Ferry Road Corridor Plan and traffic analysis showed the street would continue to function.  He 
said the documentation was available for the newest Commissioners to read. 
 
Commissioner Swindford asked if the new stoplights would be managed so cars would not get 
backed up. 

Mr. Egner indicated that the Engineering Department would manage and fine-tune the signals. 
 
Vice Chair Bhutani commented that the Plan primarily focused on financing roadway 
improvements and parking, which were then seen to indirectly bring about economic 
development of the area.  She questioned if some additional financing should be set aside for 
providing incentives for implementing some of the strategies that had been laid out in the city’s 
Economic Development Strategy, (page 44) such as: 

- Improving City regulations and permitting to make it more business friendly 
- Retaining and recruiting businesses 
- Building façade improvements 

She indicated that this would be similar to some of the strategies being proposed for the 
revitalization of downtown Lake Oswego. 
 
Ms. Howard explained that development of the roadway and parking was intended to help 
facilitate business growth within the area.  She indicated that there were a lot of other projects 
in the Lake Grove Village Center Plan, but when the consultants looked at urban renewal 
projects, constructing the road seemed to be the top priority for everyone; they felt the road 
was the key to success of the district; given that and the money that would be available, they 
restricted the projects to just the road and parking.  She clarified that the City could decide to 
fund the other projects on its own if it decided they were important enough.  Ms. Blackstone 
stated that having a better organized street and a clear idea of where curbs and centerline 
were would help people make decisions about redeveloping property. 
 
Commissioner Arthur asked what the School District’s objections to the Plan were. 

Mr. Egner reported that the School District’s letter was about the Commission’s previous 
recommendation that the school access should be part of a future shared access area.  He 
indicated that the City Council was going to consider it on July 17.  He clarified that the urban 
renewal plan did not make shared access happen – a School District decision to redevelop the 
school site would make it happen. 
 
Commissioner Arthur questioned how improving the roadway would encourage housing and 
what types of housing. 
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Mr. Egner explained that housing was allowed in commercial areas; the Lake Grove Village 
Center vision called for more mixed use in the District which would help support retail activity 
there.  He confirmed that the urban renewal plan did not propose any funding for housing; 
there was not enough TIF for that.  He clarified that the road would likely help by encouraging 
more pedestrian activity and making it easier for people to cross the road.  Commissioner 
Prager recalled that there was a finding that the parking component could help foster a mix of 
uses, including high-density housing and affordable housing (Goal 4).  Ms. Howard indicated 
that many times affordable housing was located near a transit-oriented street like Boones 
Ferry Road, but there was no guarantee there would be affordable housing.  Mr. Egner 
clarified for Commissioner Prager that the Lake Grove Village Center Plan did not require 
affordable housing, it just spoke about it. 
 
Vice Chair Bhutani suggested there should be some funding or incentives for façade 
improvements; buildings should front on the street along a great street and create linkage and 
continuity so the district would be used as envisioned.  She stated that the redeveloped 
shopping center looked like strip commercial development; buildings should be fronting right 
on the street with parking in the rear.  Commissioner Johnson supported focusing on the street 
first to make it more than just a pass-through for traffic; it should encourage drivers to slow 
down and see the businesses; it should make it a livable commercial district.  He stated that 
the vegetated median and pedestrian controls would help. 
 
Commissioner Swinford pointed out that TriMet seemed to be scaling back service in the area; 
she questioned how transportation to and from Boones Ferry Road was being addressed or 
envisioned for people who were not walking or biking. 

Mr. Egner reported that the Transportation System Plan (TSP) update was part of the 
Comprehensive Plan update process; it would take a long term view of options for transit.  He 
indicated that TriMet was cutting service due to low ridership; in the shorter term the City 
hoped if it had enough density in the corridor, the demand would cause TriMet to design the 
system to serve those potential riders. 
 

Public Comments 

Carolyn Krebs, Denney Court, Lake Oswego, questioned whether residents and neighborhood 
associations had been adequately involved in funding strategies and whether there had been 
truly representative input into the public process that Comprehensive Plan Policy 10.5 called 
for.  She stated that she had been the only neighborhood association stakeholder interviewed 
during the financing study and that interviewees had been asked to make recommendations 
without first getting an idea of the financial options and their impacts.  She recalled that 
feedback at the community meeting on December 7 was summarized, but not considered.  
She stated that focus group participants were Lake Grove residents, but they were not acting 
as representatives of their neighborhood associations and getting direction from their boards. 
 
During the discussion Ms. Krebs clarified: 

 There was still community buy-in for the Lake Grove Village Center Plan that was because 
of the process that had been used.  The same opportunity for stakeholders to meet and 
work out differences and find compromise and consensus was needed in regard to 
financing. 

 The public should be asked what they thought was the best way to invest in infrastructure; 
if they wanted an urban renewal district; and if they wanted to fund it with a general 
obligation bond. She related she would like to see more commitment to using the System 
Development Charges (SDCs) that were being collected in Lake Grove now.  She wanted 
to know if there was money available from storm water fees and grants.  She wanted the 
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public to be able to discuss whether urban renewal should have a role or not, or how much 
of a role. 

 People needed to understand every option and what the community stood to gain or lose 
with each option. 

 The summary of the Lake Grove community meeting on October 24, 2011 in the financial 
study reported specific votes on specific funding mechanisms but that input had been 
ignored. 

 
Commission Discussion 

The Commissioners discussed whether there should be more public involvement; how much 
additional time it would take; and if there would be opportunities to address Ms. Kreb’s 
concerns before the Council made its decision.  Ms. Howard’s memorandum outlined citizen 
involvement in creating the plan. 
 
Commissioner Johnson expressed concern that there was this kind of ‘push back’ about the 
funding plan after the Village Center planning process had achieved such good buy-in.  Vice 
Chair Bhutani asked if the urban renewal strategy had been discussed at the time the City 
Council decided to adopt the LGVC plan.  Mr. Egner confirmed it had been. 
 
Mr. Egner and Ms. Howard described many opportunities people had to participate in the 
urban renewal plan process.  They explained that the focus group had been formed after the 
City Council gave the go ahead to do urban renewal; there would still be opportunity for 
stakeholders to present their ideas at the Council hearing.  They indicated that the Council 
wanted to establish the district soon in order to capture TIF from current redevelopment 
activity; it still had to piece together the rest of the financing to fill the gaps.  They reported that 
the result of the work that had been done so far was that there was really not any other good 
source of funding; there were too many competing citywide projects to use a general obligation 
bond to fund everything.  They recalled that the final report to the Council on financing strategy 
had been presented in April and it recommended using mixed tools of urban renewal and 
things like SDCs and Local Improvement Districts (LIDs) to get the road built and cover other 
Lake Grove Village Center Plan projects.  They stated there would be $15 million from urban 
renewal for Phase 1 and then the City had to find about $8 million more to pay for it; $5 million 
would come from a general obligation bond and the other $3 million needed to be cobbled 
together from things like SDCs, or possibly an LID.  They clarified that after that there was 
another $12 million worth of projects for things like plazas and sidewalk connections to fund, 
possibly through LIDs. 
 
Ms. Howard confirmed that the urban renewal process would not prevent the City from 
accelerating the road project and adding more funding for parking if it found additional sources 
of funding to supplement TIF.  She clarified that the goal was to try to get Phase 1 done as 
soon as possible with bonds going out in 2014-2015. 
 
Commissioner Gaar moved to advise the City Council that the urban renewal plan conformed 
to the Comprehensive Plan and recommend approval.  Vice Chair Bhutani seconded the 
motion. 
 
Commissioner Prager moved to amend the motion to strike the findings that said the urban 
renewal plan supported affordable housing goals.  He did not see that it clearly or directly did 
that.  Vice Chair Bhutani observed that it addressed many other Comprehensive Plan goals 
indirectly as well and would only directly apply to transportation goals.  The motion to amend 
failed for lack of a second.  The vote on the motion was conducted and it passed 5:1.  
Commissioner Johnson voted against. 
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8. PUBLIC HEARING 

8.1 Comprehensive Plan Update – Inspiring Spaces & Places (LU 12-0019).  A request from the 
City of Lake Oswego for Comprehensive Plan text amendments and reorganization of Goal 2, 
Section 2, Community Design and Aesthetics, and portions of Goal 14 Urbanization into a new 
Inspiring Spaces and Places chapter as part of the Comprehensive Plan Update. 
 
Vice Chair Bhutani opened the public hearing.  Mr. Boone outlined the applicable procedure.  
He asked the Commissioners to declare any conflicts of interest.  There were none. 
 

Staff Report 

Ms. St. Amand reviewed the staff report.  She stated that it contained the Comprehensive Plan 
amendments that the Citizens Advisory Committee recommended as well as three additional 
changes staff recommended to correct a typographical error and ensure clarity and 
consistency.  She explained that this chapter would establish the Hybrid Scenario as the land 
use and transportation foundation for the revised Comprehensive Plan, and future growth was 
to happen within the City’s current Urban Service Boundary.  She indicated that growth would 
be focused in key areas that were well served by infrastructure.  She stated that it complied 
with the Metro Functional Plan. 
 
Ms. St. Amand referred to Exhibit F-3, a summary of public comments from the open house in 
February.  She recalled that Craig Stephens had submitted requests asking for Goal 5 Natural 
Resource Protections and that certain definitions, such as open space, be included.  She 
indicated that the Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) had agreed that more natural space 
language needed to be in this chapter, but they would wait until later after the definitions 
section was added and the Healthy Ecosystems chapter was created. 
 

Public Testimony 

None. 
 

Deliberations 

The Commissioners generally agreed that Goal 5 language needed to be incorporated into this 
chapter, but it could be incorporated later.  Commissioner Gaar asked staff to get 
recommendations about Goal 5 language from the Natural Resources Advisory Board 
(NRAB). 
 
The Commission observed that one of this chapter’s goals called for the City to maintain and 
enhance the appearance and quality of Lake Oswego’s natural and built environment to 
preserve the distinctive sense of place. 
 
The Commissioners discussed related policies A-1 (regarding regulations related to the built 
environment) and A-2 (regarding incentives for preserving the natural environment). 

 Commissioner Prager suggested Policies A-1 and A-2 should each call for both regulations 
and incentives. 

 The Commissioners questioned why Policy A-1 called for different appearance and 
compatibility-related types of regulations and standards for new development in residential 
areas (sub-policy a) and new development in mixed-use, commercial and employment 
areas (sub-policy b).  Staff advised that the statutes called for clear and objective 
standards for needed housing; compatibility standards related to high quality aesthetics, 
color and architectural design were discretionary tools that could be used on the 
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commercial side, but not for residential.  Staff indicated that the City primarily looked at 
residential compatibility in terms of the size, scale and bulk of residential infill. 

 Vice Chair Bhutani suggested adding language about pedestrian safety and bulk, scale 
and size to A-1(b) as follows:  “New development in mixed use commercial and 
employment areas promotes an attractive pedestrian environment and safety, through 
color, materials and architectural design; landscaping; buffering and screening from the 
district to residential neighborhoods; high-quality aesthetics; and bulk, scale and size 
where appropriate.” 

 
Policy A-7(c) was to protect Lake Oswego’s village aesthetic by “Encouraging traditional urban 
form and pedestrian-friendly retail districts in existing commercial areas, including buildings, 
oriented to the street and active ground-floor uses.” 

Vice Chair Bhutani suggested the following changes: 

 Replace ‘traditional’ with ‘complementary’ (meaning complementary with the urban form 
that was there already) because it was not clear what ‘traditional’ was. 

 Call for buildings ‘fronting’ on the street instead of ‘oriented’ to the street in order to have 
stronger language to ensure that would happen. 

 
During the ensuring discussion Commissioner Johnson questioned having a policy that new 
development should be complementary or consistent with some of the existing buildings in 
Lake Grove.  Mr. Egner agreed to craft language to the effect that traditional urban form 
resulted in a pedestrian-friendly retail district.  Commissioner Gaar cautioned that ‘fronting’ 
was too restrictive; circumstances could change and ‘oriented’ allowed some flexibility.  Mr. 
Boone advised some flexibility might be appropriate in a policy; when the related code 
regulations were fashioned they could take different site specific conditions into consideration.  
Mr. Egner stated that certain special districts required that orientation now and in other areas 
the code required the building entrance was to be within a certain distance of the street.  Staff 
and the Commissioners considered the circumstances of positioning a park restroom or 
gazebo.  Commissioner Gaar suggested taking up the discussion again at the next level when 
it was more site specific. 
 
Staff had refined Policy B-4 (c) to read, “Minimize impacts on existing low-density residential 
neighborhoods by focusing new development in Town Centers, Employment Centers and 
Neighborhood Villages.”  Vice Chair Bhutani suggested adding language to it to specify, “by 
focusing new medium and high-density residential development in Town Centers, Employment 
Centers and Neighborhood Villages.” 
 
Commissioner Swinford questioned using ‘provide’ rather than ‘allow’ in the policies.  Mr. 
Egner stated that ‘provide’ fit some policies where background reports outlined a need for 
certain uses, but he agreed there might be other places where using ‘provide’ should be 
questioned. 
 
Policy A-3 called for the City to “Identify strategies to preserve public view corridors of Mt. 
Hood, Oswego Lake and the Willamette River from encroachment by the built environment.” 

Staff related that the CAC meant this policy to apply to City actions in the public realm.  The 
Commissioners asked the CAC to consider whether to add encroachment by the natural 
environment before the final ordinance was drafted.  They asked staff to also consult the 
NRAB and Sustainability Advisory Board (SAB).  They noted the change could affect how the 
Tree Code was applied and it could affect private as well as public property.  Staff stated that 
perhaps specific views should be inventoried and protected because views changed as one 
went downhill and got closer to the river and trees blocked the view. 
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Commissioner Prager observed that Policy B-2, to maintain the rural character to the south of 
the City, seemed to try to influence what happened in Stafford.  Commissioner Johnson 
advised it gave the City the policy basis for getting involved in that.  Staff advised that the 
Commission was tentatively scheduled to meet with the City Council on July 24 to discuss this 
issue in more depth. 
 
Ms. St. Amand summarized the changes the Commissioners favored: 

 The three staff-proposed changes. 
 To wait to add Goal 5 language until the Healthy Ecosystems chapter was addressed. 
 Policy A-1(b) would read: “New development in mixed use commercial and employment 

areas promotes an attractive pedestrian environment and safety including through color, 
materials and architectural design; landscaping; buffering and screening from the district to 
residential neighborhoods; high quality aesthetics; and bulk, scale and size where 
appropriate.” 

 Policies A-1 and A-2 would each refer to both incentives and standards. 
 Policy A-7(c) would be clarified to call for encouraging urban form that results in 

pedestrian-friendly retail districts in existing commercial areas. 
 
Commissioner Johnson moved to recommend the City Council adopt the Inspiring Spaces 
Goals and Polices as amended by the Commission.  Commissioner Swinford seconded the 
motion and it passed 6:0.  The Commission took a five-minute break and reconvened for the 
work session. 
 

9. WORK SESSION 

9.1 Review of Draft Parks Plan 2025 (PP 11-0019).  Review and discussion of the Draft Parks 
Plan 2025 and its consistency with the Comprehensive Plan. 

Kim Gilmer, Parks and Recreation Director, explained that the draft plan documented how to 
develop and maintain the parks system over the next 10 to 15 years, it included a five-year 
implementation plan and was the result of lots public input.  She indicated that it also 
contained a community needs assessment; the process narrowed a laundry list of needs by 
using a statistically valid survey to find out what residents’ essential needs and priorities were.  
Ms. Gilmer reported that the top two priorities were to invest in and maintain the existing 
system and provide access to and improve natural areas.  She indicated that it outlined the 
goals of filling geographic gaps; investing in existing parks and facilities; providing some 
recreational options; and enhancing stewardship, maintenance and operations.  She stated 
that it melded with most of the Comprehensive Plan goals.  Ms. Gilmer clarified that the 
implementation plan would not accomplish everything, it focused on the two top priorities.  She 
explained that the strategy was to maintain what the City had and select projects based on the 
available budget.  She reported that the Department had met with the Parks and Recreation 
Advisory Board (PRAB), NRAB and Historic Resources Advisory Board (HRAB) and was 
going to meet with SAB to ask for feedback.  She stated that the historic aspect was going to 
be improved with an inventory of historic resources and a management plan for them.  She 
observed that the proposed plan did not dictate what happened at each site, but it offered 
guidance about what happened at each site. 
 
Ms. Gilmer apologized for not coming to the Commission sooner.  She explained that Parks 
and Recreation had thought they were doing a very good job of ensuring the plan complied 
with Comprehensive Plan policies.  She reported that they had met with the CAC several 
times; a PRAB member served on the CAC; and Parks and Recreation staff had worked 
closely with Planning staff.  Mr. Egner reported that Planning staff had been involved with an 
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early version of the plan; things looked fairly consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and 
nothing jumped out as a big issue to be corrected. 
 
Mr. Boone advised that state law said the Planning Commission role was to review plans to 
regulate future growth and beautification of parks; ensure they were consistent with future 
growth of the City; and make a recommendation to the City Council.  He indicated that staff 
interpreted that to mean reviewing them to determine whether they were consistent with the 
Comprehensive Plan.  Commissioners Johnson and Commissioner Prager each related they 
had no conflict of interest. 
 
Staff confirmed the SAB and NRAB had been notified of the meeting; no one was present to 
represent them. 
 
Commissioner Gaar asked if there was adequate staff to manage natural resources.  Ms. 
Gilmer confirmed there was; there were now 2.5 full time employees dedicated to open space.  
She stated that maintenance and restoration of natural resources was now a stronger priority 
that in the past. 
 
Ms. Gilmer explained the criteria to be used for prioritization had been developed by the 
consultants, who used public input and survey results to figure out what should rise to the top.  
She stated that when the plan was updated every five years staff would use another survey 
and the criteria to do that in-house. 
 
Commissioner Johnson suggested calling the plan a ‘parks and recreation’ plan because it 
was more than just a ‘parks’ plan. 
 

Public Comments 

Marianne Conroy, Schalit Way, Lake Oswego, asked the City to support a new tennis center at 
the Rassekh site; it was the most cost effective site and it would not require any taxpayer 
money; it would pay for itself. 
 

Commission Discussion 

Commissioner Johnson observed that the plan did not identify gaps related to urban 
agriculture.  He held that the Planning Commission should have much broader responsibility 
related to reviewing large areas of multiple acres, even if they were zoned PNA; they had land 
use implications and impacts that needed to be evaluated.  He indicated that a park was now 
more than just the traditional use of active recreation, it was also natural and open space and 
urban agriculture; the ‘needs’ section should recognize that through a land use compatibility 
review.  He stated that there had not been enough discussion about the types of things that 
Luscher Farm could provide. 

 
Ms. Gilmer advised that the community input and statistically validated survey results indicated 
the top three community essential services priorities were exercise and sports; play areas for 
children; and access to nature.  She reported that Community gardening, food security and 
urban agriculture did not rise to the top in the public process; the farm plan could be improved 
and Parks and Recreation would try to do that.  She clarified that it was not ready to be 
brought to the Commission for initial review, a subcommittee still had to look at the layout.  
She stated that the Planning Commission had to approve a master plan in a Parks and Natural 
Area (PNA) zone.  Mr. Boone advised that a park master plan was subject to the conditional 
use process; the use table was in LOC 53.002.  He clarified that once approved, it was as 
binding as the level of detail in it.  He pointed out that a PNA zone was in the City, however, 
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Luscher Farm was outside the City.  Ms. Gilmer related that the intent was to take that master 
plan through the City’s process (to the Planning Commission and the City Council) so if that 
land ever did come into the City another review process would not be necessary. 

Commissioner Prager asked why there was not much discussion of the lake in the parks 
master plan.  Ms. Gilmer advised the lake did not rise to high priority because no public 
comments had been received about it; people had said they wanted access to the rivers.  She 
stated that the plan could be updated if that changed. 
 
Commissioner Swinford asked about adequate parking in parks.  Ms. Gilmer advised that was 
a challenge; it was a matter of balancing, having enough parking for all uses in a park with the 
fact that the park likely could not accommodate it.  She clarified that not all of the facilities in a 
park were normally in maximum use at the same time. 
  
Vice Chair Bhutani suggested the parks plan factor in connecting neighborhood parks and 
neighborhood hubs; she would like to see language regarding connections addressed in the 
Comprehensive Plan as well.  Ms. Gilmer asked for suggested language for that.  Planning 
staff offered to craft the related language for the City Council study session on July 10. 
 

10. OTHER BUSINESS – PLANNING COMMISSION 

Mr. Boone advised the Planning Commission to prepare to elect officers at its next meeting. 
 

11. OTHER BUSINESS – COMMISSION FOR CITIZEN INVOVLEMENT 

None. 
 
12. SCHEDULE REVIEW 

No discussion. 
 
13. ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business Vice Chair Bhutani adjourned the meeting at 10:10 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Iris McCaleb  /s/ 
Iris McCaleb 
Administrative Support 


